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A History of Modern Experimental Psychology-Gerald Mandell 2011-01-22 The evolution of cognitive psychology, traced from the beginnings of a rigorous experimental psychology at the end of the nineteenth century to the "cognitive revolution" at the end of the twentieth century, and the social and cultural contexts of its theoretical developments. Modern cognitive psychology began with the adoption of experimental methods at the end of the nineteenth century. Wilhelm Wundt established the first formal laboratory in 1879: universities created independent chairs in psychology shortly thereafter; and William James published the landmark Principles of Psychology in 1890. The "cognitive revolution" of the late twentieth century, however, brought about major changes in the social and cultural context, showing how different theoretical developments reflect the characteristics and values of the society in which they occurred. Thus, Gestalt psychology can be seen to mirror the changes in visual and intellectual culture at the turn of the century, behaviorism to embody the parochial and puritanical concerns of the latter part of the century, and the "idiom of research" constructed by the "cognitive revolution" to be an "idiom of the new century": an attempt to synthesize the approach of the natural scientist and the social scientist in a "cultural" approach to psychology.

Experimental Evolution-Theodore Garland 2009 "This book impressively chronicles the burgeoning field of experimental evolutionary biology. Controlled field and lab experiments are among the newest pillars of evolution. Assembled by two of the most articulate and effective practitioners, this volume provides a stimulating and often inspiring introduction to experimental evolution; it is ideal for a graduate seminar and is certain to fuel rewarding discussion and innovative research."--Rick Grovesney, University of California, Davis "Although experimental evolution has been a major element in the biological toolkit for decades, many still think of evolutionary biology as a descriptive science. This timely, authoritative review of the broad sweep and deep sweep of experimental evolution should permanently change that impression by firmly establishing an approach that has now ground many modern evolutionary hypotheses in sound experimental field work. This book is a tour de force."--Steve Case, Yale University "Provides a powerful complement to observational and comparative studies. For this reason, evolutionary biology is increasingly an experimental science, not only in the laboratory, but also in the field. This textbook provides an excellent introduction to the manner in which experimental evolution is conducted and the types of organisms and contexts to which they are applied."--Jonathan B. Losos, Museum of Comparative Zoology and Department of Organismal and Evolutionary Biology, Harvard University 'The Development of an Experimental Learning Unit Correlating Historical Styles with Practical Application in Painting for the Senior High School Art Program'-Daniel George Cannon 1963

Experiments Past-Jodi Reeves Flores 2014 With Experiments Past the important role that experimental archaeology has played in archaeology in the past century. This book examines the meaning and history of the concept of "martyr" Mandell traces the history of the psychology of thought and memory from the late nineteenth century to the end of the twentieth, exploring, among other topics, the discovery of the unconscious, the destruction of psychology in Germany in the 1930s. He then examines a more neglected part of the history of psychology--the rejuvenation of a new and robust cognitive psychology under the umbrella of experimental psychology. Some Reflections on the Historical Development of Psychology as an Experimental and Social Science-Robert M. Farr 1985

The Historical Development of Experimental Medicine-F. Falk 1893 A part of the Duke Medical Center Library History of Medicine Ephemera Collection.

Experimental Evolution-Theodore Garland 2009 "This book impressively chronicles the burgeoning field of experimental evolutionary biology. Controlled field and lab experiments are among the newest pillars of evolution. Assembled by two of the most articulate and effective practitioners, this volume provides a stimulating and often inspiring introduction to experimental evolution; it is ideal for a graduate seminar and is certain to fuel rewarding discussion and innovative research."--Rick Grovesney, University of California, Davis "Although experimental evolution has been a major element in the biological toolkit for decades, many still think of evolutionary biology as a descriptive science. This timely, authoritative review of the broad sweep and deep sweep of experimental evolution should permanently change that impression by firmly establishing an approach that has now ground many modern evolutionary hypotheses in sound experimental field work. This book is a tour de force."--Steve Case, Yale University "Provides a powerful complement to observational and comparative studies. For this reason, evolutionary biology is increasingly an experimental science, not only in the laboratory, but also in the field. This textbook provides an excellent introduction to the manner in which experimental evolution is conducted and the types of organisms and contexts to which they are applied."--Jonathan B. Losos, Museum of Comparative Zoology and Department of Organismal and Evolutionary Biology, Harvard University 'The Development of an Experimental Learning Unit Correlating Historical Styles with Practical Application in Painting for the Senior High School Art Program'-Daniel George Cannon 1963

Case study examples illustrate how multiple methods can be used to answer the same research questions and what kinds of outcome would result from each methodology. Data sound begins with effective data collection, and includes guidelines for handling and analyzing experiments. The book encompasses how to collect reliable data, the appropriate uses of different methods, and how to avoid or resolve common problems in experimental research.
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The Mad Science Book-Reto U. Schneider 2008 You don't have to be an eccentric obsessive to be a scientist, but it helps... The Mad Science Book presents the history of early science, from ancient times to the modern era, in a way that will captivate both laypeople and professionals. The author, a former physics professor, has written this book to provide an introduction to the world of science for non-scientists. The book is divided into several sections, each of which explores a different aspect of the history of science. The sections cover everything from ancient Greek philosophers to modern-day research institutions, and each section is richly illustrated with images and diagrams. The book also includes a comprehensive timeline of key events in the history of science, as well as a glossary of important terms. The Mad Science Book is a great resource for anyone who wants to learn more about the fascinating world of science and its history.
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